[Positive contrast in the detection of magnetically labeled cells by MRI--in vitro experiments].
Magnetically labeled cells (MLC) cause local field inhomogenities within the single voxels as well as on a macroscopic scale. The related Larmor frequency shift near MLC was exploited to obtain bright visualization applying spectral selective saturation (SSS). SK-Mel28 cells were labeled with the superparamagnetic iron oxide contrast agent SHU 555A. Low cell concentrations (0, 5, 20, 30, 50, 75, and 150 MLC/microl) and high cell concentrations (10 x 10(3), 30 x 10(3), 60 x 10(3), and 100 x 10(3) MLC/10 microl) were examined at 3 Tesla. Shimming and frequency adjustment to spectrometer reference frequency v0 was performed with the built in routine of the scanner. A 2D spin echo sequence with broadband excitation and refocusing pulses was used (BWex = 1.000 Hz). Prior to each TR, a non-selective saturation sinc pulse centred at v0 was applied. Bandwidth (BWsat) of this pulse was varied from 100 Hz to 800 Hz in logarithmic steps. Without SSS the highest value of Crel (i.e. relative MR contrast between labeled to unlabeled samples) was found for 150 MLC/microl and was given by 10%. Applying SSS led to positive contrast of the complete labeled volumes and to remarkable improvements in Crel. With increasing cell concentrations Crel raised to maximum, that was given by 52% (BWsat=100 Hz) and 28% (BWsat = 200 Hz) found for 75 MLC/microl. For 150 MLC/microl Crel decreased. A contrast clarification could also be detected near cell aggregations despite saturation. Using SSS positive contrast can be achieved for voxels containing MLC and voxels close to cell clusters. Under in vitro conditions positive contrast improved the sensitivity to detect MLC as compared to negative contrast imaging techniques. It seems reasonable, that positive contrast approaches can be applied in vivo as the underlying physical mechanism are comparable.